Stem cells: Immunology and immunomodulation.
Multipotent progenitor cells have the ability to differentiate in vitro into tissue-specific cells under the proper cellular signaling conditions. Because of this intrinsic property, pluripotent derived stem cells from embryonic tissues, induced from genetic reprogramming of somatic cells or from mesenchymal cells, have become the focus of many regenerative medicine studies directed toward application to clinical settings. Generation of retinal pigment epithelium derived from patient-specific, induced pluripotent stem cells may create the ability to recapitulate the disease state and screen new therapeutics, improving upon the limited treatment strategies currently available for afflicted patients. However, the method of delivery, cell culture differentiation, and immunological rejection are some of the limitations that continue to influence ongoing attempts for clinical applications. Understanding stem cell properties and the immune responses these cells elicit in vitro and in vivo will be of importance for designing successful protocols to overcome these immunological limitations. This chapter examines the immunological and immunomodulatory properties of multipotent stem cells in an attempt to provide insights for successful cellular transplantation.